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1. Introduction 
Various physical problems lead to the mathematical problem of identification of peak superposi- 
tions and to the determination of the single-peak intensities. Such spectra are to be observed, for 
instance, at the identification of the spectra of X-ray emission analyses. A common peak model is 
the Gaussian peak shape. This paper aims at carrying out a study of the following model function: 
q(a,x,t)  := Zi=, a iexp  2x2+ q j + aq+lt 2 + aq+2t + aq+3. (1) 
We have to estimate the parameters at (i = 1,.. . ,q), aq+~ ( i  ~- 1,2,3) and xi (i = l , . . . ,2q).  
Special attention is given to their composition in the model function (1). There are linearly and 
nonlinearly composed parameters. It poses no problem to estimate approximately the parameter vec- 
tor x E ~2q using a graphic display and to take this estimation as the initial value vector x ° for 
an iteration method. But this raises a difficult question for the parameter vector a E ~q+3 because 
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Fig. 1. Part of a spectrum (cf. [10]). 
of the peak superpositions, ee Fig. 1. Therefore, we take for the parameter estimation a method 
which is favourable for this special model, where the parameters occur separately. But there is still an- 
other problem left - -  the stability and regularity in the solution process applying an iteration method. 
As a result, a modification of the trust-region Gauss-Newton method for the solution of separable 
nonlinear least-squares problems is presented and analysed. Let us now have a closer look at a more 
general separable nonlinear egression problem. This problem leads to fitting the model function 
l 
O(a,x, t) := ~ aj~oi(x, t) + ~po(X, t) 
j= l  
(2) 
to the given data (ti, yi) C R k × E] (i = 1,.. . ,m). 
The nonlinear functions ~oj ( j  = 1, . . . , / )  are continuously differentiable with respect to x, 
whereas 
{~(x)}/j := (pj(x,t i) (3) 
(i = 1 , . . . ,m; j  = 1,. . . ,  l) is a matrix function ~:x  E Dx C ~n _+ L(~l, ~m). Consequently, D~(x)  
will be, for each x, an element of L (R" ,L (~ ~, ~m)). Thus, D~(x)  could be interpreted as a tridimen- 
sional tensor. However, the problem lies in estimating a = (a~,... ,al) x E ~t and x = (Xl,... ,x,) E ~" 
in the least-squares sense. It appears to be necessary to determine 
min{rl(a,x): a E ~l,x E ~n}, (4) 
whereas 
1 m 
rl(a,x) := 5 Z(Y i  -- q(a,x, ti)) 2 = ½llH(a,x)ll 2, 
i=1 
with 
H(a,x)  := z(x) - ~(x)a 
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and 
z(x ) := (yl - qOo(X, fl ) . . . . .  Ym -- qOo(x, tm) ) T" 
The norm is always the Euclidean vector norm, or the spectral norm for matrices. The problem 
(4) is a nonlinear least-squares problem of the dimension l + n. Golub and Pereyra [9] proved that 
this problem can be reduced to a nonlinear least-squares problem of the dimension  comprising 
x E N" only, and a linear least-squares problem including a E R l only (cf. also [16, 17, 14]). 
Variable projection algorithms using the Gauss-Newton method in order to solve problem (4) were 
developed in [9, 11]. 
2. The method 
In the case that x E N" is fixed, we obtain a linear least-squares problem in a E N~, 
min{r,(a,x):  a E Nt}. (5) 
The solution with the smallest Euclidean vector norm is 
a*(x) := 4~(x)+z(x). (6) 
Furthermore, this is a function of x E ~,  where q)(x) + is the so-called Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 
of q~(x) . By substituting (6) into (4) we obtain a reduced nonlinear least-squares problem in x E Nn 
of the dimension , 
min{r2(x): x C N"}, (7) 
whereas 
1 r2(x) := r,(a*(x),x) = g IIG(x)II 
with 
G :x EDxCR"  ~ G(x) E Nm 
and 
G(x) := (I - Cb(x)q)(x) +)z(x). (8) 
This is advantageous, because the number of iteration steps in general is smaller and the iteration 
is more stable, i.e., the variable projection algorithm is able to solve problems which other methods 
not using separability may not be able to solve (cf. [12]). By solving (7) we get an optimal x* E Nn. 
So the first subproblem is a nonlinear least-squares problem in x E Nn. Another advantage is that 
no initial values for the linear parameters have to be provided, whereas the second subproblem 
is simply a linear least-squares problem of finding a*E Nl. Now the question is raised, which 
method is favourable for the solution of (7). There are two essential suggestions. The process of 
deriving G(x) is extensive. Therefore, our algorithm is at first without derivative. A finite-difference 
approximation with function evaluations for DG(x) is used. Consequently, it is necessary to compute 
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the function evaluations effectively. For every evaluation the correction q~(x)+z(x) is needed, although 
not explicitly. We have to solve the problem 
min{llz(x) - O(x)al[2: a E A'} (9) 
effectively and stably, e.g., with the QR-factorization by either Householder or Givens. If O(x) 
is singular or the pseudorank is smaller than l, i.e., O(x) is nearly rank deficient, we will need, 
e.g., the singular value decomposition of O(x) for every function evaluation. Again this requires 
great algebraical expense. The idea is to determine aR(x,c) in a Tikhonov-like sense. The linear 
least-squares problem is replaced by 
min{[[z(x) - ~(x)aR[[ 2 -q- el[aR[[2: a~ E A t} (10) 
with c > 0 as regularization parameter. The solution is effectively possible by QR-factorization. What 
has been described so far is well-known. In the following let us describe what we would like to call 
the method of regularized variable projection from another angle, now discussing this in a general 
way. The method may also be described as a method with an approximation F(x, e) for the function 
evaluation G(x). Then 
F"  (x,e) E Dx × D~ C A n × Al+ -~ F(x ,c )  E A m, (11) 
where 
F(x ,e)  := z(x)  - O(x)aR(x,e) = ( I  - ~(x )~(x ,c ) )z (x ) ,  
and 
{¢(x) +, e=0,  
q'(x,e) := ~U(x,c), e E (0,Co],Co > 0, 
with ~(x, e) := (eI + O(x)T~(x)) - 10(x)T, [0, ¢0] C D~ and Dx and D~ are open and convex sets. The 
parameter c is decisive for the quality of the approximation. In this paper we propose a modification 
of the trust-region Gauss-Newton method with a two-parameter approximation. 
3. The algorithm 
Let us now consider a common function F(x,e), 
F 'DxXD~CA nx  A1+---,A m, m~>n 
and define 
f (x ,e )  := ½1lF(x,e)ll 2,
where f is bounded below and then 
min{f(x,0):  x E A n} 
has to be determined. For a given (x°,eo) E A n × AI+, 
W0 := {x E A~: 3e E [0,e0] with f (x ,e )<~f(x° ,eo)}  
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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is the level set of F. If F is differentiable with respect o x, so is f and the gradient of f 
df(x,  e) := DE(x, e)ZF(x, e) (15) 
is of the above form. Following Mor6 [13] and adding our special two-parameter approximation, 
however, we now have to determine 
min{mk: s E R n, Ilsll ~<Ak} (16) 
with 
ink(s) := IIA(/,ck,hk)s + F(/,~k)ll, 
where A(xk,ek, hk) is an approximation of the derivative DF(xk,ek) and Ak > 0 is the trust-region 
radius. Let us use the notations 
ared := f (x  k, ek) - f (x  ~ + s k, ¢k ) 
for the actual reduction of the nonlinear function, 
pred := f(xk,ek) -- ½mk(sk) 2 
for the predicted reduction of the linear model and 
ared 
Pk :=  pred 
for the ratio measuring the agreement between the linear model and the nonlinear function. The 
iteration step is successful if p~ ~> q~; otherwise unsuccessful. In the latter case the trust-region radius 
Ak has to be reduced. After a successful iteration step Ak is increased, if Pk > q2, 0 < JTl < q2 < 1, 
compare Step 7. 
Algorithm 3.1 
Step 0: Choose x ° E ~n, A0 > 0, e_~ > 0, jmax E {1,2 . . . .  }, fll,fl2 E (0, 1), 0 < /71 < /72 < 1, 
0 < ~21 < 1 < ~2, to1 and set k := 0, compare Section 6. 
Step 1: Choose ek with 0~<ek~<ek_l and h k E Dh with h k ¢ 0, compare Section 6 and Lemma 4.1. 
Step 2: Compute F k := F(x k, ek). 
I f  F k = 0 
then N := k, stop. 
T k else compute Ak := A(xk,ek,h k) and b k := AkF . 
j :=0 .  
Step 3: I f  ][bk[[ >tol then goto Step 5. 
Step 4: Choose gk with 0 <. gk <<. fl2ek and/~ ~k E Dh with IItTIl.</ ,tth ll, # 0, := h :-- h ,  
VOtO Step 2. 
Step 5: Compute s k as minimum-norm-solution f 
rain{[IF k + Aksll: IJs[I <Ak}, 
set j := j  + 1. 
Step 6: Compute F(x k + s k, ¢k) and Pk. 
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Step 7: I f  Pk < rh 
then if j < jmax 
then Ak := ?~Ak, goto Step 5 
else goto Step 4 
else X k+l :~--xk÷ Sk, i f  pe > q2 
then Ak+l := 72Ak 
else Ak+l := Ak 
k := k + 1, goto Step 1. 
It should be added though, that it might happen that b k = 0 in Step 3 even though df (x  ~, ok) # O. 
Then b k is not a good approximation and we have to choose a smaller c and ]lhll in Step 4. 
The constant jmax controls the approximations Ak and F(x k, e~). If we have decreased Ak jmax-times 
successively without success, we will have to choose a smaller e and ]lh]] in Step 4, too. 
Assumption 3.1. The function F in (12) fulfills the following conditions: 
(i) The level set W0 is compact for a given (x°,e0) and Wo CDx. 
(ii) The derivative DF(x,c) exists with respect o x on Dx and is bounded, i.e., 
IIDF(x, e )ll <~ M, (17) 
for all (x, c) E Dx × D~ with Ml > 0. 
(iii) The functions F and DF are Lipschitz-continuous at the point c = 0. There are two constants 
L0, L1 > 0 with 
and 
ItF(x, c) - F(x, 0)11 ~<Loc (18) 
IIDF(x, c) - DF(x, 0)11 ~<L,5 (19) 
for all (x,c) , (x,O)cDx × Dr. 
(iv) The function DF is also Lipschitz-continuous with respect o x. There exists a constant 
L2 > 0 with 
IIDF(x, e) - DF(y, e)l I ~<L2 II x - yll (20) 
for all (x,e),(y,e) ~_ Dx × D~. 
Definition 3.2. The approximation A of DF 
A • Dx × D~ × Oh C ~n × ~1 × ~n ~ L(E~, Em) 
is said to be a uniformly strictly consistent approximation, or in short a (C,r)-approximation if 
IIA(x, h) - DF(x, e)ll -< CIIhll (21) 
for all (x,e,h) E Dx x D, × D'h with two constants C,r > O. 
Dh C En is called the discretization domain, where 0 E E" is an accumulation point of Dh and 
D; := {h E Dh: Hhll ~<r} CDh. (22) 
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The constant C is independent of e. From our assumptions the (C, r)-approximation exists (cf. [19]). 
The discretization of the gradient is given by 
b := b(x,e,h) = A(x,e,h)TF(x,c). (23) 
Lemma 3.3. Let the fimction F satisfy Assumption (3.1) and A be a (C,r)-approximation on 
Wo × D~. Then there exist constants KI,K2,K3 and M2 > 0 in such a way that we have .for all 
(x,c,h) E Wo x DE x D~ and for all (x,c) ¢ Wo x D~, 
lib(x, c, h) - d f (x, e)[[ ~K, Ilhll, 
IIdf(x, c) - df(x ,  O)ll <K2e, 
IIdf(x, c) - df(y,e) l l  < K311x - yll, 
i IA(x,c,h)ll < Mz. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
Proof. The proof is simple. Indeed, when the conditions (14), (22) and the inequalities (17), (18), 
(19), (20) and (21) are satisfied, we deduce the assertions (24)-(27). [] 
Definition 3.4. The function f • Dx x D~ C Nn × ~+ --+ ~ is called parameter monotone on Dx x D., 
if 
f (x ,  cl ) ~ f (x ,  c2 ) (28) 
for all (x, cl),(x, e2) • D~ × D~ with cl ~e2. 
4. Rate of convergence 
This section examines the convergence properties of the algorithm as suggested above. We expect 
the undamped version of the algorithm to converge in a neighbourhood of a stationary point x* of 
f (x ,  0) .  Therefore, we assume DF(x*, 0) to be regular as well as IIF(x*, 0)]] to be sufficiently small. 
With some additional assumptions to the sequences {ek} and {h k } the presented algorithm results 
in his undamped version as explained in the following. We shall only briefly describe the global 
convergence properties. Roughly speaking, the sequence {f (Z ,  ok)} is strictly monotone decreasing 
and the sequence {df (Z ,  0)} is a null sequence. For a closer look at the proof of global convergence 
results, cf. B6ckmann [3]. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume the function F • Dx x D~ C ~n x R~+ ~ ~m satisfies Assumption 3.1, the ap- 
proximation A of  DF on Wo x D.: be a (C,r)-approximation, and the function f be parameter 
monotone. In addition, let df (x* ,0 )= 0, rk(DF(x*,O))= n and 
q* := L2HF(x*,O)II]I(DF(x*,O)TDF(x*,O)) -' II < 1. (29) 
Suppose the sequence {x k } to be infinite and to converge to x* and the sequences {ck} and {h k } 
to be null sequences. Moreover, assuming 
IIh!ll 
HbkN ~> max P-:2' PI / (30) 
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with P1,P2 > 0 and x E (0, 1) in the third algorithm Step as well as 
0 < ql < q2 < 1 -q*  (31) 
in Step O. Then an index ko exists such that from ko the undamped Gauss-Newton direction 
T --1 T k pk := _(AkAk ) AkF(x ,¢k) 
is defined and [[pk]] 4 Ak. It holds s k = pk and the sequence {x k} obeys (32). 
Proof. The proof requires some steps. It consists of three parts. 
Subassertion (1): There exist constants 6 ,~,z  > 0 with the following properties: For all 
x k E S (x* ,6 )c  W0, ¢k E [0,09] cD~ and []hk[[ ~<z exist F(xk, ek), DF(xk,ek) and Ak = A(xk,ek, h k) 
with rk(Ak) = n, i.e., x ~+1 := x k T -1 T k --(AkAk) AkF(x ,ek) is defined and satisfies 
Ilx k+l - x*[[ ~< [q* + K5([I xk - x*ll + ck + Ilhkll)]ll xk - x*ll 
--~g6[E k ~- I lhk l l l lX (x* ,O) l l ]<6 (32) 
with/(5,K6 > 0. 
We will prove the above subassertion as follows: DF(x*,O)TDF(x *, 0) is regular. Let 
1 1 
= (33) 
/~ := v/ll(DF(x.,O)TDF(x.,O))_lll IIDF(x*,O)+ll" 
We obtain 
IIDF(x*, O)TDF(x * , O) T - A~A~I I  
<. IlDF(x*, O)TDF(x * , O) - DF(x*, O)TDF(x *, ¢k )1[ 
+IIDF(x*,  O)TDF(x*, ¢k ) - DF(x*, ek )TDF(x*, ck )1[ 
+llDf(x*, ck )T Df(x*,  ~k ) -- DE(x*, ek )TAk II 
+llDf(x*, ek )TAk T -- A~A~II 
<~ 2M1Lo¢~ + MI eli hk II + MzC[[ hk [[ 
~<fl, fl > O. (34) 
I f  Ek and llhkll are chosen sufficiently small we wi l l  be able to choose fl such that fl//f l  < I hold. 
of  AkAk, i.e., rk (A~)=n and x k+l - Applying the so-called perturbation lemma we get the regularity T 
Xk+ pk is defined. Moreover, we obtain 
II(A~Ak) -1 II ~< II(DF( x*, O)TDF( x*, 0)) - '  II 
+ll(DF(x*, O)TDF(x *, 0))- '  -- (A[Ak)-' II 
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and using (33), (34) as well as the perturbation lemma we get 
1 
II(A &)-'ll + M3 I IDf(x*, O)TDF(x *, O) - ATAk II 
1 
<. ~ + M3(2M, Lock+ MlCllh k [I + M2CII hk II) 
1 
V2 ' 
whereas 
(35) 
(36) 
1 
•2 := /A2 - - f i  > 0 and M3 . -  /~2(/t2- fi) (37) 
We start from 
x k+l - x* = _ (AkA )-1 {A[[F(xk, ck) - F(x*,ck) - DF(xk,¢k)(x k -x* ) ]  
+ A~[DF(x k, ¢k ) - Ak](x k - x* ) 
+ [DF(x k, ck)T _ DF(x*, ck )T]F(x., 0) 
T * + A k [F(x , ok) - F(x*, 0)] 
+ [(AT -- DF(xk,ck)  T) + (DF(x*,ek) T - DF(x*,O)T)]F(x*,O)} (38) 
to estimate the error with respect o x* and we obtain 
[[x k+' - x* I[ ~< ]](AkVAk)-' [[ { ½MzL2 Hx k - x* [[2 + mzC[[h k ]] [[x k _ x* [[ 
+ L2 [Ix k -- x* [[ IIF(x*, 0)11 + mzLoek 
+ (Cllh k II + L,Ck)IIF(x*, 0)11 }. 
Estimating ][(A/Ak) ~[[ in all terms by 1/v 2, cf. (36), except the term Lz[[X k - x* ]]llF(x*, 0)1[, which 
we estimate by (35). Now it is easy to see that if we choose 6,co, r > 0 sufficiently small, then 
subassertion (1) is proved. 
Subassertion (2)." There exists a constant/(7 > 0 such that 
lid f ( / ,  ck)ll i> Kv I[x ~ - x* II- (39) 
Firstly, we obtain 
II df (  xk, ¢k )11 >/II df (  xk, O) - d f (x* ,  0)11 - I1 df (  xk, O) - d f (x  k, ¢k )11, 
Secondly, applying 
df (x  k, 0) - df(x*,  0) = DF(x*, O)DF(x*, O)(x k - x*) 
+ DF(x  k, 0)T [F(x k, 0) - F(x*, O) - DF(x*, O)(x k - x* )] 
+ [DF(x k, O) - DF(x*, O)]T[DF(x *, O)(x k - x* ) + F(x*, 0)] 
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and (25) we get 
lid f ( / ,  c,)[I/> (~2 _ ~MIL2 IIx k - x* II - L2 IIF(x*, 0)11 )llx k - x* II - K2ck. (40) 
Furthermore, estimating b k results in 
II bk II ~< Ild f ( xk, c~ )ll + liP(~, c, )ll IIAk - DF(x k, ¢k )ll 
~< Ildf(x*,c~)ll + IIF(x°,collCllh*ll 
and applying inequality (30) leads to 
Ilakll ~< I ldf(xLc,) l l  + IIF(x°,co)llCP, Ilhkll~llb~ll • 
Furthermore, for sufficiently small r we obtain 
IIf(x°,co)llCP, Ilh*ll ~ ~< IIf(x °, Co)llcg, F < 1 
such that IIb~ll ~Kslldf(x*,c~)ll with Ks > 0. Using (30) we get 
ek <. KsP2 II d f ( xk, ck )ll. (41 ) 
Finally, taking a sufficiently small 6 in addition to substituting (41) into (40), we find a constant 
/£7 > 0 such that 
[[df(x ~, ek )11 >~K7 IIx* - x* II. 
This is the subassertion (2). 
Third part. Since l imk~ x k = x*, l imk~ e, = 0 and l im,_~ h k = 0 are assumed, an index kl > 0 
exists such that x k E S(x*,6), e~ E [0,o)] and Ilhkll ~<p for all k>~k~. Following Powell [15] and 
using (30) we get pred > 0, i.e., s k ¢ 0 for all k ~> kl. Moreover, it is 
0 < pred = --bkTs k - -  5~ IIA,s~ll = ~< -bkTs ~ - ½~zllx~ll 2,
and by rearranging the inequality we get 
0 < ½u=llsll ~ Ilbll 
for all k>~kl. Following B6ckmann [3] we find l imk~ b k = 0. Since the matrix (AkA T )-1 exists as 
explained above, p,  is well-defined and the following relation holds: 
Ilp*ll ~< [ I /÷ '  -x* l l  + IIx* -x* l l  
with x *+1 = x* + p*. Employing (32) and using the fact that l imk~ Ilx* -x*  II = o has been assumed 
leads to l imk~ IIp*ll = o. It is possible to write 
sk(2) = - (A[Ak + 2I)-lA~F(x *, e,) 
with 2 E [0, oc) and it holds pk = sk(0). For the proof the reader is referred to [13]. Using Pk = 1 -~,  
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we obtain 
~< 
I I F ( /+  sk(2),ck)ll ~ - IlF(xk,ck) + Aksk(,~0llZ 
IIF(x~, e~)ll = - IIF(x~, c~) + A~(,~)I I  ~ 
IIF(x k + s%;,), e~)- (F ~ + A~s%~))II(IIF(/+ sk(,~),~)ll + II F~ + A~s~U.)II) 
--2bkTsk(2) -- Sk(2)TATAksk(2) 
/ /w  
u 
Employing (35) and (36) yields 
v = Sk(2)TATAks~(Z) + 22Sk(),)Tsk(),) 
#2 
>~ 
1 + p2M3(2M, Lock+ M~Cllhkll + M2Cllhkll 
/> (v 2 + 22)llsk(2)ll 2. 
Applying (21), (27) and (30) leads to 
and 
+ 22] IIs*(~011 = 
k ~ _ F k u = ]]F(x ~ +s  (,0,ck) -DF(xk,c~)s~(2)+DF(x~,ck)sk(2)--Aksk(2)l] 
< ½Lzllsk(~011 z + CIIhklllls~(,~)ll 
<~ (' CPI(M 2 ~)lls~(~011 z 2L2 + + ,~)llh~ II 
w <<. llFktl + IlDF(/,ck)s%Z)ll + 'L211sk(~)ll 2 + IIFkll + IIAksk(~.)ll 
< 211Fkll + (g ,  + M=)llsk(;~)ll + ½Lzllsk(;011L 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
We estimate the first term of (44) by (42) and the second by (43). Introducing constants Kg, Km, 
K~,K~2 > 0 leads to 
gk ~< ½L2(1 + p2M3(2M1Lock + M, Cllhkll + M2Cllhk[[)) + CPI(M~ 4- A)IIh~II '~) 
p2 v 2 + 22 w 
/ 
M2 
2 + z ilhkll~- L2llF(x~'ek)l] + K911sk(2)ll + K, oek + K,, IIh~[[ + K,2 v2 + 2~ . . . .  " 
].12 
The function 0(2) = (/1422 + 2)/(v2 + 22) is bounded for 2 E [0, c~). The null sequences l imk~ h k = 
l imk~ ek = lim~_~ sk(2) = 0 obviously imply 
lim pk(sk(2))~> 1 -- q* (45) 
for all 2 E [0, e~). Consequently, an index kz>~kl exists such that the algorithm accepts k(2) with 
2 E (0, ~)  immediately. Furthermore, it holds Ak+~ = 72Ak, i.e., Ak+t > Ak for all k >~k2. Employing 
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(45) and using the fact that limk~o~ pk = 0 holds, we obtain the existence of an index k0 >~k2 such 
that [[pk[[ < Ak and s k = sk(0) = pk, i.e., pk is accepted immediately for all k>~ko. The sequence 
{x k} obeys the inequality (32). [] 
The algorithm is R-linear in general. However, our algorithm displays local superlinear conver- 
gence when applied to suitable problems, i.e., to zero residual problems. 
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumption o f  Theorem 4.1, let F(x*,0) ---- 0 and choose ¢k and h k with 
0 ~ C k ~ f12 min([[x k-~ -- xk[[ 2, ck_l ) (46) 
and 
0 < [[hk[[ ~</~ min([[x ~-1 - xk[[, [[h k-1 [[). (47) 
Then our algorithm has the asymptotic ~-convergence rate x/2. 
Proof. The proof is simple. We take the inequality (32), use (46) and (47) and obtain the rate 
v~. [] 
5. Application 
Algorithm 3.1 presented is a very general one. Hence, it can be applied to numerous problems. 
We suggest our algorithm for the solution of separable nonlinear least-squares problems, i.e., for the 
consideration of the function (11 ). In our special case the approximation parameter  is used for the 
regularization of the variable projection. Firstly, we have to show under which assumption to 4~(x) 
the Algorithm 3.1 is practicable. 
45(x) is of local constant rank r~<min(m, l) at a point ~ if there exists an open neighbourhood 
N(Y) such that ~(x) has constant rank for all x E N(~). We will assume that q~(x) is of local 
constant rank at every point x at which we need to compute its derivative, i.e., the rank does not 
have to be constant throughout the iteration. This is necessary, since otherwise the pseudoinverse is 
not a continuous function, and therefore it could hardly be differentiable. Now, we have to provide 
the derivative of the function (11 ). In the case e = 0, we follow Golub and Pereyra [9] and in the 
other case c > 0 it is easy to show that 
DF(x, c)h = - (/~(x, c )h + (/~(x, ~ )h )T )Z(X) + (I -- ~(X) ~(X, ¢))Dz(x)h 
= ~ - (B(x,e)h + (B(x,e)h)T)z(x)  + (I - q~(x)~P(x,e))Dz(x)h if e > 0, 
(C(x)h + (C(x)h)T)z(x)  + (I  -- ~(x)~(x)+)Dz(x)h  if ¢ = 0, 
with 
and 
B(x, ¢)h = (I - ~(x)@(x, e))D~(x)h~(x, ~), 
B(x, e)h = (I - ¢(x) T(x, e))D¢(x)h q'(x, e) 
C(x)h = ( I  - ~(x )~(x)  + )D~(x)h~(x)  +. (48) 
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Secondly, we explain how this assumption appears in the theory. When the form of a problem 
is modified, as with a change of variable, there is the possibility of adding or deleting solution 
points. Golub and Pereyra [9] proved that the change from minimization of the full functional to 
minimization of the variable projection functional does not add any critical points and does not 
delete the solution of the original problem, if ~(x) has constant rank r~<min(m, l) for all x in the 
open set Dx C_ ~n. 
Lemma 5.1. Let the matrix function q~(x) and the vector function z(x) be differentiable on Dx and 
4~(x) has constant rank r <. min(m, l) for all x in the open set Dx C_ Nn. Suppose the derivatives 
Dq~(x) and Dz(x) to be Lipschitz-continuous, i.e., constants L3 and L4 > 0 exist so that 
and 
I lO~(x)h  - D~(y)hl l  ~t311x - yll Ilhll 
I IDz(x) - Dz(y ) l l  ~e411x - Yll 
hold for all x ,y  E Dx and h E N". Then the function (11) satisfies Assumption 3.1. 
(49) 
(50) 
Proof. The terms IIz(x)ll, IIO~(x)hll and IlOz(x)ll are bounded for all x E Dx and h E D~. Assuming 
constant rank ~b(x) + is differentiable (cf. [9]). Consequently, [[~(x)+[[ is bounded, too, resulting in 
Lipschitz-continuity of ~(x) and z(x). Moreover, we obtain 
II ~(x) ÷ - 0~(y) ÷ II ~ <l ~(x) ÷ II II ~(y)+ I[ II ~(x) - ~(y)ll 
~< L, IIx - yll (51) 
for the pseudoinverse with 
{½( l+x/5)  if r<  l, 
o-= v~ if r= l ,  
and a constant L5 > 0 for all x,y E Dx (cf. [21]). But this means the Lipschitz-continuity of ~(x) +. 
Now we consider ~(x, c). Let 4~(x) = U(x)K(x)V(x) ~ be the singular value decomposition of q~(x) 
with kl(x)>>,... ~>kr(x) > 0 and so we obtain 
II ~(x, ~)ll -- II(~/+ g(x)TK(x)) 'g(x)~ll 
,f ki(x) } 
~< max (e  + ki(x) 2" x E Dx, e E (0,e0],i E {1 . . . . .  r} 
1 
~< - - /~r (X)  
minxeD, 
1 
~<N7 
with N~ > 0, i.e., summarizing IIq*(x,e)II is bounded on Dx × Dr. Furthermore, by transformation 
we obtain 
~(x,c)  : [e(~(x)+) s + 45(x)] + 
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rk{e(~(x) +)s + ~(x)} = r 
for all (x,e) E Dx x D~. Similarly to (51), it can be shown that 
II q ' (x ,c )  - q ' (y ,c) l l   L611x - -  yll 
and 
II@(X, Cl)- q (x,<)ll l e l -  I 
with L6,L7 > O. Finally, F is differentiable, DF is bounded and F as well as DF are Lipschitz- 
continuous with respect o x and ~ on Dx × D~. [] 
In addition, it is easy to show that f is parameter monotonous. We note that the assumptions 
to the nonlinear functions q)j ( j  = 0,.. . ,  l), cf. (3), are not so strong. Most problems atisfy those 
assumptions. 
6. Implementation 
The method is successfully employed for the identification of spectra of X-ray emission analyses. 
For the implementation we use the LINPACK-routines (cf. [7]) and the NL2SOL-algorithm (cf. 
[5]). Firstly, we take for our implementation in Step 0 of the Algorithm 3.1 the following constants: 
~1 = ~2 = 0.5, jmax = 5, tol = 10 -12, E-1 = G0 - -  (10-TI[~(X0)11) 2, h° = 10-4(tx°[  q- 10-3)  (J  = 1,... ,n), 
ql = 0.25, q2 = 0.75, 71 E [0.1,0.5] and 72 = 2. Secondly, we describe how the regularization 
parameter ck and the discretization parameter h k are changed in Steps 1 and 4. We choose 
e, = f12 min([[x k-l - xkll=,c*-I) 
and 
h~ fll min(10-a(lx~ -l -x~l -+- 10-3), k-I = hj ) ( j=  1 , . . . ,n ;k=l ,2 , . . . ) .  
Here are some examples. 
Example 1 (Tantal). m = 65, 9 measured series: 
tl(a,x, t) = al exp 2(x2 ~x3~ )2 
( t -  xl + 6.556) 2 "~ 
+ a 2 exp  2(x~-+--x~ ---6 .~) )  2// 
(' - Xl - 7.207)2 
+ a3exp . 2(xT-_+_--xTx~ 77.~) )2  ]- 
( (t - x, -15.415) 2 ) 
+ a4exp 2(x~-+--x-~g -715~))  2 
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( ( t - -X l+ l '701)  2 ) 
+ asexp 2(x~ ~xT(x 1-- 1501)) 2 " 
Example 2 (Molybdenum). m = 80: 
rl(a,x,t)=a~ exp 2(x2 7x3~ )2 
(t_- xl ___+ 13.9) 2 "~ 
+ a2 exp -2(x2 +x3(xl - 13.9))2,] 
5.0)2 
+ a3 exp -2(x2 +x3(xl + 5.0))2,] 
(' : Xl_) _--_8.6) 2 
+ a4 exp -2(x2 -}-X3(X 1 -{- 8.6))2J 
( ( t -x l - l l .2 )  2 ) 
+ a5 exp -2(xT+x3(Z +--iF2)) 2 " 
Example 3 (Gallium phosphide), m = 83: 
q(a,x,t)=al exp(  (t~--X')2)2X 2 
+ a2 exp ( ( t  - x' -- 12"3)2) 
2x 2 + a3~03(X , t), 
with 
exp 2x 2 j 
(p3(x't) = (t_x3)2" ~ 
exp (2X2X4)2 J 
if x3 ~<t ~<83, 
if 1 <~t<~x3. 
Example 4 (Chromium manganese), m = 80:10 measured series, w = 2x 2. 
(a )  
q(a,x, t) = al exp ( 
X 
+ a3 exp ( -  
/ 
a5 exp ( -  
/ 
+ 
\ 
(t-&)2)w +a2exp(  
(t - xl w - 26"6)2 ) 
(t - x3 w + 29'6)2 )
(t -x~ w + 0"45)2) 
-]-a4 exp((t~wf3)2) 
+a6exp((t--x3+30"15)2) ' w  
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Table 1 
Simulation parameters 
Number Peak name Canal (xi) Impulse (ai) 
1 Cr-K~ 2 11.25 500 
2 Cr -K~ 11.70 1000 
3 Mn-K~ 2 35.35 500 
4 Mn-K~ 35.90 1000 
5 Cr-K/~ , 38.30 150 
6 Mn-K/~ 65.50 150 
(b) 
x 
q- a4 exp - -  . 
w 
Our algorithm solves Examples 1 and 2 in 5-7 iteration steps with initial values x ° which were 
approximately estimated by physical properties. Special attention is given to the fact that the method 
was able to solve Example 3 in 7 iteration steps because the nonlinear function ~p3(x,t) is an 
asymmetric Gaussian peak shape and depends on x3 ~, which changes its value in every iteration 
step. Let us now explore Example 4. The number of parameters can be reduced by the utilization of 
physical properties about he energetical structure of the X-ray spectrum. At first a simulated spectrum 
was analysed to test the efficiency of the method, which mirrors the energetical nd intensity rates 
of some levels of the K-sets from chromium and manganese. The values of the parameters used for 
the simulation are given in Table 1. 
The parameters xi+6 (i ---- 1,. . . ,6) have the same value 3.1849 for all peaks. Due to the above- 
mentioned fact we perform the notation to x2. Since some of the peak canals xi (i = 1,.. . ,6) 
have to possess fixed differences, the peak canals were coupled. Example 4a shows the coupled 
structure. Firstly Cr-K~2 and Cr-K/~, were coupled on Cr-K~, (new notation xl ) and secondly 
Mn-K~ 2 and Mn-K~, on Mn-K/~, (new notation x3). After three iteration steps we obtain x 3 = 
(11.708, 3.1835, 65.500)T and a 3 = (526.9,972.7,497.1, 1003.9, 148.4, 149.7)T. This is a successful 
identification of the two K~-peaks of chromium and manganese. Now the simulated values yg (i = 
1,..., m) were subjected to statistical deviations in order to come closer to the physical circumstances 
of a measurement. Since the canal difference between K~, and K~2 of both chromium and manganese 
is very small, we describe the two superposed peaks as one peak in turn, cf. Example 4b. This 
is justified for these physical problems. The method presented overcame the difficulties in [10] to 
separate the Mn-K~-canal from the Cr-K/~,-canal. Only 3 iteration steps have to be used. 
Example 5 (Ekenberg [8] and Clair and Rigler [4]). 
(4,n2 x ( 4,n2 x3 
rl(a,x, t) = al exp x2 + a2 exp x42 . 
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We generated two measured series with different parameters. Initial value: x : (3.2111, 1.7813, 
3.0817, 1.7795) T. 
(a) m : 57, t = 0(0.1 )5.6; a : (65.97176,76.66948)v; x = (3.97588,0.61526,2.52642,0.87850) T. 
(b) m = 71, t = 0(0.1)7.0; a : (57.5361,68.62627)T; x : (2.50158, 1.46932,2.25775,0.74416) v. 
Example 6 (de Villiers and Glaser [6]). m = 24: 
q(a ,x , t )  =a lx  I s in (x2t+x3)  
The measured series was generated, t = 0(0.1)2.3, al = 60.137, x = (1.371,3.112, 1.761) v. Initial 
value: x = (8, 4, 1 )v. 
Example 7 (de Villiers and Glaser [6]). m = 16: 
q ( a, x, t ) = a lxtl (tanh x2 t + sin x3 t ) co s(te x4 ). 
The measured series was generated, t = 0(0.1)1.5, al = 53.81, x = (1.27,3.012,2.13,0.507) T. Initial 
value: x = (0.8, 1.4, 1.8, 1.0) v. 
In Example 5a and b the numerical rank or the so-called pseudorank of  45(x) is smaller than l, 
since with Co = 0 the solution is not possible. But with an e0 > 0 the method solved the problems 
and produced the parameters of  the generation in 13 and 9 iteration steps, respectively. The solutions 
of  Examples 6 and 7 were successful in 9 and 15 steps, respectively. 
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